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Resume : La duree de la mesure d'un systeme h barres d r  Hopkinson est limit& par la longueur des barres g 
cause de la superposition algebrique des on lies se propageant dans des sens opposes. I1 en rksulte que la deformation maximale 
rnesurable dans un essai de comportement est iimitee. Nous presentons une version ameliorie de la mediode des deux jauges qui 
lientcompte de la dispersion des ondes et conduit A une mesure quasi illimitee dans la duree (une centaine de fois la duree 
conventionnelle). Cette methode est appliquke aux essrus de mareriaux de faible resistance tels que les mousses (polymeiques 
oumetalliques) pour obtenir les grandes deformations desirees (80%) h faible vitesse de deformation (101s). Elle est egalement 
utilide pour rkaliser drs  essais de compression dynamiqur de suuctures avec deplacements imporrants (crash des tubes 
m~talliques absorbeurs d'knergie). 

~bstract.  The measuring durntion of a SHPB (Split Hopkinson P~.essure Bar) set-up is limited by the length of 
the bars because of the superimposition of the waves propagating in opposite directions, so that there exists a 
limitation of maximum measurable strains in material testing applicatio~i.;. This paper presents a new two- 
gauges measurement method taking account of the correction of ~ l ~ \ l ~ e l - i o n  effects. as it is indeeil 
indispensable for long time measurements. Using bars of common dime~ih~on\. i t  ;~llows for a quasi-unlimiteil 
measuring duration (one hundred times longer than the cli~ssical oliel. I t  i h  applied to test soft materials like 
fimm (metallic or polymeric) at low strain-rates (101s). in the complrtt. r;tli;e tit their response (nominal str:iins 
up to 80% ). It is also successfully used lo perform large displ;~cenient rests . \ L I C I I  tl crushing ot metallic tubes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The SHPB (Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar) is nowadays a stantlard experimental technique for 

performing tests under dynamic loading. Its success is mainly due to the accuracy of its measurements. 
The technique finds its origin in the works of Hopkinson [ I ]  to measure a pressure-pulse protile using a 
long thin bar and it has been well established since the critical study 11i;lde by Davies [?I. The practical 
configuration with two long bars and a short specimen between theni. u,idely ~tsed today, was introduced 
by Kolsky [3]. This technique, initially developed for compression tests. has been applied to tensile 
loading [4] and to torsional loading [j]. To improve its precision. wave dispersion effects [2,6,7,8], three- 
dimensional effects [9,10,11] and transient effects [12.13.14,15] in the spectmen have been studied in the 
past decades. 

The measuring technique using bars relies on the knowledge of the t\vo clementary waves propagating 
in opposite directions. Once they are known. they can be time-shilieil to the desired cross-section 
(bar-specimen interfaces for example) to calculate forces and velocitie5. The SHPB technique uses long 
bars and a short loading pulse so that there exists a cross-section where l h ~  total incident pulse and the 
first part of reflected waves (of the same duration) can be recoriled separately. There exists then 
maximum observation duration depending on the length of the ba1.s. This measuring duration ATot' a 
classical SHPB set-up is limited to AT I L I C ,  C being wave speed and L the length of the bar. 
Consequently, the total relative displacement A/ between the two bar-specitnen interfaces is limited for a 
given loading speed V (A1 I VAT). For material behaviour testiny at :I given average strain rate, the 
maximum measurable strain is also limited (E, , , , ,  5 EAT). For instance. the ~ne:~surable duration does not 

exceed 4 0 0 ~ s  for a SHPB set-up made of 2m long steel bars (C  ~ 5 0 0 0  m/s) and the ~neasurable rnaxim~lm 
strain is limited to 20% for a test performed at an average strain rate of 500 , - [ (and  only 1 %I for 25 s - l ) .  
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The SHPB technique then fails in two testing situations. One case is when the desired maximum \tl:,,, 
(or  total relative displacement) is very important. For example. in the study of the dynamic behavio~ll 
polymeric or metallic foam, the desired maximum strain is often LIP to 80% to investigate ill; 

densification phenomenon of those materials. A large displacement during thc test is also required t'ns ill: 
study of the dynamic buckling of thin metallic tubes. In fact, specimens arc effectively submittctl to llpe 

desired strains (because of their low resistance) during the total r i~ne remaining after the obses\;~ili)~ 
~vindow. but measurements are no longer possible after this time in a atallclard SHPB. Another c;~ji. 1, 
uthen the desired strain rate is in the medium range. The techniclue call not be applied bccauc 111; 

~naxiniuin measurable strain beconles too small. 
T o  increase the measuring duration of SHPB, some earlicr workera have unalysed the I I ) L I ~ ~ I ~ > ~ ~  

reflections in bars. Campbell and Duby [I61 have reported u metliotl o n  the basis of one clirnc~ls~o~~,~l 
elastic wave theory. Lundberg and Henchoz [I71 have also proposed a simple explicit formula ( \ Y I I ~ ~ I !  

one-dimensional wave propagation assumption) to separate the two elementary waves and to meaausc tiit 
particle velocity after the observation window, using two siglials recorded at two different cross-S~CIIOII, 
in a bar. Recently, this method has found a new application [I81 in the prediction of the wave p~-opagar~ii~l 
in  a bar with a non-uniform impedance (due to a temperature gradient, for instance) Luid successl'i~lly I I X ~  

in high temperature SHPB testing [19,20]. However, as indicated by those tu~thors [ I  6.171, such a n i c ~ l ~ ~ i ~  
ia valid only if the wave dispersion effect can be neglected. This situation is found when the bal- I \  1l11n 
and the measuring duration is short (the duration in those works is ;~ l>ol~ t  I Ins for a bar of I0 I I ~ I I I  

diameter). 
This paper presents a new measuring method on the basis of' a similar analysis but withour al~ii\: 

limitations. An iterative formula allowing for the calculation of the two virtually separated elen~cn~a~t  
waves for the total desired testing duration is presented. using two signals recorded at two diff'erc~~i 
cross-sections in each bar. It takes into account the wave dispersion effects which are very importan1 1'111 

the accuracy of long time measurements. 

2. SEPARATION OF WAVES PROPAGATING IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS IN A BAR 

2.1. Two strain gauges wave separation method 
The classical measuring technique using bars is based on the mechanics of elastic wave propagatloli 1.1 

bars and on the superposition principle. Considering the two elementary waves in a bar, the IY;I\< 

propagating in the positive direction (arbitrarily defined) is named the "ascending" wave and the otlicr- 
one the "descending" wave (to avoid the confusion with the classici~l SHPB. the terms "incident wi~\i.' 
and "reflected wave" are not used here). The strain ~ ( t )  at each section is the sum of the contribution 01' 

the elementary "ascending" wave E,,,(/) and that of the elementary "descending" wave E,,~(/). 

&(I)  = E ,,,, ( f )  + ~,(t), where C, is the wave speed. ( 1  

At the section where the strain is measured, a prior knowledge oftlie contribution of one elemenlal! 
wave will allow for the calculation of the other one. Two strain gages are c.ementecl at distinct point\ \ 

and B of the bar, as shown in Figure 1. The strain histories at thosc two points & , ( I )  and€,(/) ~Iri. 

recorded. Since the bar is loaded at one end (by the projectile for the input bar and by the specimen hll 

the output bar) while the other end remains at rest, the recorded signal ;IL the first measuring crow 
section A is due to a single elementary wave until the reflection a1 the othcr end comes back. 
"ascending" wave at A E,,,, ( t )  (because of positive direction of z-axis) is then equal to the measure~~lcll~ 
at point A, for the period ~ < R A  It can be said for the same reason that the "descending" wave at poillt fi 
E,,~,,, ( I )  is equal to zero for the period ~ < R B :  

iJ' t < R,, 



[n order to exhibit "ascending" and "descending" waves frorn measurements at A and B which 
become afterwards sum of both elementary waves, an iterative process is built. Strain measurements 

,J,) a n d ~ B ( t )  are divided into small pieces ~ f , ~ ( t )  and ~ b ( t )  of a constant time length At as shown in 
Figure 1. This interval At is twice the time needed by the waves to travel between the two gages. In other 

1 - - 
A B 

Figure 1.  Scheme for the separation of the waves This operation can be applied to both virtual 
elementary "ascending" and "descending" waves 

at points A and B to obtain &iSc4(t), E ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) , E ~ ~ ~  (t) and  EL^,^^ ( t ) .  According to Eqn. (2), the "ascending" 
wave at A for i=l (R, -At 2 t 2 R,), &Lc4(t) is known. Knowing how the waves propagate, the 
"ascending" wave at point B is found by applying the shifting function to the "ascending" wave at point 
A. 

t words, E;,(I). E!,(/ I . . .  E:,(I) and &:,(I), &;(t) ... &',(t) 
A 

Using Eqn. (1) at point B for i=l (RE 2 t I R, +At ) ,  the corresponding part of the "descending" wave 
at point B is 

EJC 

I .:.A 
. . 

I E i  (I) 
. . . . - .  - - . . A  . . 

_ _  - .  
- I 

R,~- '  . --- 1st reflrlim ~ p )  
I 

The same process is performed to calculate the "ascending" wave at point A for the next interval from 
the knowledge of the "descending" wave given by (5). Following this way, an iterative formula is 
constructed and both "ascending" and "descending" waves can be calculated for all the time intervals. 

are obtained through the characteristic function of 
the intervals [(i- l)At, iAt] (i=1,2,3 ...) : 

&,,(I) R,  +(I--2)b 5 1  < R, +(i- l)b 
&14(t)= 

0 otherwise 

2.2. Introduction of the wave dispersion correction in the iterative process. 
Even for a classical SHPB set-up (where measured waves are at most shifted one length of the bar), 

the one-dimensional wave propagation theory has been shown not to be accurate enough [2,7,8,21,22]. If 
the wave dispersion effects are not taken into account, the accuracy of the two-strain measurement 
method becomes rapidly insufficient with the increase of the propagation distance, as indicated by 
Lundberg and Henchoz [17]. Consequently, a more accurate propagation theory must be used, as it has 
already been introduced in the SHPB to improve the accuracy of the shifting process, taking account of 
so called wave dispersion effects. 

The analytical solution of the propagation of longitudinal waves in  an infinite elastic bar has been 
used in different cases [2,6,7,8,21,22,23]. This solution has been extended to bars made of a linear 
viscoelastic material [24]. Such bars (made of Nylon or PMMA) are needed to achieve an improved 
Impedance ratio when soft material such as polymeric foam is studied. Even already emphasised by 
h i e s  [2], the infinite bar theory is not theoretically exact but it has been verified in the usual SHPB 
set-up that it gives very good results. 

It is then natural to use this wave propagation theory [25]. Such an appro;~ch relies on the assumption 
that waves in the bar are harmonic so that all the associated mechanical variables can be described by 

=;(I) -. 
1 _R, 
I 

b 

&,(I) 16 + ( I  - I)& < I <  $ fib 
I - - &L(t)  = 

1st wave LD~I  , 0 otherwise 
(3) 

01- 
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their harmonic components. The dispersion relation 6 =G(w) between the wave number 5 and lllf 

frequency a, describing the propagation of each frequency component, is defined through the so-c;illed 
frequency equation derived from the solution of the three-dimensional wave propagation in an int~r i l l~  

bar. The wave shifting between A and B (separated by the distance &. = z, -z,) consists in n~ul t ip l~~l l~  
frequency components by a term depending on the dispersive relation 

For the time separating scheme presented in 92.1, the shifting fi~nction used in Eqn. (4) is obtained 
with the wave propagation theory (Eqn. 6) and evaluated numerically using the Fast Fourier Transfor~n 
(FFT) : 

It is noted that the time separation scheme becomes theoretically not exact because of iiii. 

incompatibility between the temporal cuts and the infinite stationary wave propagation theory. 1-nr 
example, the interval of duration Ar has been previously defined as a twice the time needed by the w a \ o  
for a travel between two gages n but a common value with respect to frequency components of 11 
cannot be defined because the wave velocity now depends on the frequency. However, this tempo~;ll 
separating scheme produces cumulative errors so that the quality of the results only decreases with rht 

distance virtually covered by the waves. The result within a certain distance is quite accurate [26]. 

3. APPLICATIONS T O  SHPB TECHNIQUE T O  IMPROVE MEASURING DURATION 

3.1. Behaviour of polymers and polymeric foam under dynamic loading. 
Recently, the knowledge of the behaviour of low impedance tnaterials (like foams) under ~ I ; I \ I I  

situations has been needed in the automotive industry and has appe~u-ed as an important goal. Oni. 

particular feature of foam testing is the need for a large maximum strain (up to 80%) in order to stucl! 
the densification part of the response, associated with a significant increase of the stress. I n  ;I 

conventional SHPB test at quite high strain rates of about 3001s. it is not possible to measure \iicIi 

strains, even if they are easily reached after the measuring phase because of the very low resistance o f  
foam. The difficulty lying in a limited measuring duration is solved with the wave separation rnetliotl 
presented here. 

A test on polymeric foam (a specimen of 40 nlm of length and 40 mnl of diameter) using a common 
Nylon SHPB with two 3m bars of a diameter of 40 mm is taken for an example. Two strain gagi'r 
(instead of one) are cemented on the input and output bars. The four strain histories are recorded a11J 

shown in Figure 2a (gages 1 ,  2 are on the input bar, gages 3, 4 on the outl~ut bar). One can recoyll\i. 
from the signal of gage 2 that a common quasi-rectangular incident wave is launched by the projecilli. 
and that this pulse makes periodic round trips in the input bar. 

The input and output velocities calculated from those signals are illustrated in Figure 2b. 'Tilt 

measurable duration is about 12 ms, which is 10 times the initial SHPB measuring duration (about 1.3 
ms) for this set-up. In terms of measurement duration, it is as if two bars of DOln long had been userl. .file 

deduced average stress-strain relation is shown in Figure 3. The malerial behaviour is measured up 10 

strain 3 times larger than for a conventional SHPB. Since there is a perioclic loading due to the round lril' 

or the incident wave in the input bar, 4 loading-unloading cycles are observed. Unloading and reloadlll: 
curves do not follow exactly the same path, which is in agreement with known material characteriaiic\ 
and gives confidence in the accuracy of the measurement. Thc capability to obtain dynamic loatiill?- 
unloading cycles could be interesting for some other viscoelastic or materials which accum~~late damafc. 
If the unloading has to be avoided, one just has to use a different and better adapted loading device s~~cll 



as the "slow bar" [261, which allow tests at medium strain rates (515 to 5015) A comparison of results at 
2501s and at 301s is given In the figure 4, showlng the strong rate senslt~vlty of the tested foam. 
hit Uslccl t~ (4.1 
2 

present method 
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F I ~  2a Recordings of gages cemented on Input and output bars Fig 2b Calcul'ited Input and output velocities 

[#/J 1 
"slw bar" test 38/s 

E n  
0 284 484 6&( strain 

Fig.3 Average stress-strain relation of the foam Fig.4 Strain rate effects on foam at medium strain rates 

3.2. Buckling of metallic tubes under dynamic loading 
Metallic thin tubes are widely used in the automotive industry, essentially as energy absorbers. Crush 

tests of tubes are usually made with a falling mass testing device. The deceleration of that mass is 
measured by an accelerometer. The associated force and displacement are then deduced, but the 
measuring precision is not always very good because of the vibrations of the weight and its suspension 

system. It is thus o f  interest to use a SHPB 
system, known for its measuring precision, to test 

4- present these kinds of structures. However, this 
application requires a SHPB bar with a large 
diameter to cover the tube section. In our 
laboratory, a large diameter (80 mm) SHPB 
system is used for this application. In its classical 
version, this set-up with a 6m long input bar 
made of aluminium provides an observable 
applied displacement of about 10 mm for an 
impact at 101nIs. Using the new method presented 

B 20 40 dlrplacencnt (-1 
in section 2, tests of mini-structures can be 

Figure 5. Quasi-static and SHPB tests on an aluminium performed a large applied displacement. 
square thin tube Figure 5 shows testing results on an aluminium 

50x50 mm square tube (thickness of 2 mm). A projectile of 3m made of steel is used to produce a more 
Important loading duration without unloading (the impacting side of the input bar remains loaded for a 
long time because the impedance of the projectile is greater than (ha[ of' tllc input has). The presented 
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method provides an observed crushing displacement of 60 mm, 6 limes greater than the displacelllclll 
observed with the usual SHPB window. Oscillations after the limit of the classical SHPB measure men^ 
are observed in the final force-displacement relation (the force-displacen~ent relation shown in Fig~l.~ 4 
is a raw result without any smoothing). Nevertheless, the precision in o u r  case is much better than lil,ir 

obtained with a falling weight set-up. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A new two-gauges method allowing for an almost unlimited measuring duration with common sc;ll? 

bars is presented in this paper. This method is based on an iterative shifting process in which the \V;II? 

dispersion effect is taken into account. The application to common SHPB systems permits a significanl 
increase (up to 100 times) in the measurement duration compared to a classical SHPB. This technique 1, 

illustrated with the testing of soft polyurethane foam at medium strain rates and the crushing of niinl- 

structures with significant displacements. 
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